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ABSTRACT 
 

When all else fails and the rig or ship is going down or up in flames, EER is the only way to save 

those on board. Though infrequent, the need for emergency EER makes it essential that the 

process be as reliable as possible. We have done many assessments of the reliability of EER 

systems through analysis, field tests, and study of performance in past accidents. We conducted a 

multi-year programme sponsored by Transport Canada 2000-2007 to improve our understanding 

of EER for a variety of facilities and operations, environmental conditions, and accident 

scenarios. Although it is clear that the physical systems and equipment to do EER are vital, the 

role of human performance reliability in succeeding in an EER is at least as important -- and it is 

this component that had been underestimated, and for the first time was assessed, quantified, and 

published in our studies.  

This presentation will first show a video of a manned EER exercise, then review some of the 

currently available evacuation methods, then briefly discuss the main steps of an EER reliability 

assessment, and end with a description and illustration of another EER exercise in the Sakhalin 

area.  

 
 

SPEAKER’S BIOGRAPHY 
 

Frank Bercha is the president and principal engineer of the Bercha Group. He has a bachelor’s 

from UBC and a PhD in engineering from U of C (1972). He started the Bercha Group in 1975, 

initially specializing in Arctic engineering and probabilistic design, evolving to its current 

provision of many different risk analysis services nationally and internationally. He has managed 

and participated in numerous EER projects involving manned drills, reliability analyses, 

computer simulation, and standards development. Frank is the lead author of the EER risk 

analysis section in ISO35102 (Arctic EER) and participated in the development of various 

national and international standards. He has published numerous technical reports, refereed 

papers, and a textbook on the subject of risk analysis. He has been extensively involved with 

SNAME over the past 20 years, as Arctic Section and Icetech chair, vice president of Central 

Region, and has attended numerous SNAME meetings and received several awards. 
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